Adenovirus-mediated ING4/PTEN double tumor suppressor gene co-transfer modified by RGD enhances antitumor activity in human nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells
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Abstract. Inhibitor of growth-4 (ING4) is a member of the inhibitor of growth (ING) family and acts as a tumor suppressor protein. PTEN is a phosphatase and shows potent and extensive antitumor activity. In this study, we constructed an RGD-modified bicistronic ING4/PTEN adenovirus (Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN) and comprehensively investigated its effects following modification of the CNE human nasopharyngeal carcinoma cell line both in vitro and in vivo. We demonstrated that Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN enhanced growth inhibition and apoptosis. Furthermore, expression of P21, Bax and cleaved caspase-3 was upregulated, while that of Bcl-2 and survivin was downregulated in CNE cells and CNE xenografted tumors. Moreover, Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN treatment additively downregulated CD34, VEGF and microvessel density in subcutaneously (s.c.) xenografted CNE cell tumors. The enhanced antitumor activity generated by Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN was closely associated with activation of the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathways and additive inhibition of tumor angiogenesis both in vitro and in vivo. On the basis of this evidence, it is believed that cancer gene therapy combining two tumor suppressors such as ING4 and PTEN can be used to establish an effective and novel therapeutic strategy for nasopharyngeal carcinoma and other cancers.

Introduction

Nasopharyngeal carcinoma (NPC), which is a type of malignant tumor that originates from the epithelium of the nasopharynx, is relatively common in China, South-East Asia, North Africa, Alaska and parts of the Mediterranean basin. During the progression of NPC, distant metastasis and early cervical lymph node metastasis may occur, representing a serious clinical problem (1,2). The main treatments for NPC are radiotherapy and adjuvant chemotherapy; however, the total 5-year survival rate is <40% and these treatments are associated with a series of side-effects and complications. Consequently, patient tolerance and compliance is not good. Therefore, effective and safe novel therapeutics for NPC are urgently required (3-5).

Cancer gene therapy is a new strategy that shows great potential for the treatment of tumors. This approach depends on the introduction of hereditary material into cells to generate a biological effect. Recombinant adenovirus expression vectors are frequently used for this purpose. NPC is characterized by a multistep process of molecular and genetic changes in oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes. Therefore, the efficacy of single gene-mediated NPC therapy is limited and a multigene-based combination approach may be more effective.

RGD peptides are a class of short peptides containing arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (Arg-Gly-Asp), which function mainly in the role of cell adhesion to fibronectin. Extracellular matrix proteins and adhesion proteins in the blood containing RGD sequences, together with the integrins which serve as their receptors, constitute a major recognition system for cell adhesion. RGD sequences have high affinity for αvβ3 integrins, which are usually expressed at high levels in tumor cells and vascular endothelial cells in tumors (6); consequently, RGD containing proteins have been used as carriers to deliver drugs or genes into tumor cells (7). Some studies have used RGD-modified polymers or liposome as non-viral vectors for delivering genetic material to improve the efficiency of cancer gene therapy, including anti-angiogenic therapy (8,9). A class of RGD peptides called RGD-4C has been shown to bind specifically to αvβ3 integrins by phage display technology. In this study, the capsid protein encoded by the adenoviral vectors was transformed to express RGD-4C to facilitate targeted adherence to tumor cells and improve the efficiency of infection.

Inhibitor of growth 4 (ING4), a member of the ING tumor suppressor family that was first discovered by Shiseki et al (10), is attracting increasing attention as novel candidate
tumor suppressor gene. ING4, which is the best characterized member of the ING protein family (11) has been shown to interact with different structures, including histone modification complexes such as histone deacetylase (HDAC) and histone acetyltransferase (HAT). Structural and biochemical analyses have shown that ING4 is composed of a flexible nuclear localization sequence (NLS), an N-terminal domain, and a plant homeodomain (PHD) finger that is formed from a homodimer with obvious affinity for H3K4me3. The N-terminal domain enables the formation of homodimers by permitting independent folding, which leads to the formation of a coiled structure (12). Several studies have demonstrated that ING4 expression is commonly decreased or lost at the RNA and protein levels in human tumors such as in HNSCC, hepatocellular carcinoma, melanoma, ovarian and brain cancers (13-16). ING4 has been shown to inhibit tumor cell growth and to induce cell apoptosis in different tumor types such as hepatocellular, lung and pancreatic carcinomas (17-19). Furthermore, non-physiological overexpression of ING4 inhibits cell proliferation and induces G2/M cell cycle arrest (20). ING4 can also inhibit the activity NF-κB and HIF-1α, and interact with liprin α1 to suppress tumor angiogenesis, invasion and metastasis.

Phosphatase and tensin homolog deleted on chromosome ten (PTEN) is another tumor suppressor, the activity of which is lost through various mechanisms in many diverse forms of cancer (21-23). PTEN is a lipid phosphatase and dual-specificity protein that blocks phosphatidylinositol 3 kinase (PI3K) signaling by converting phosphatidylinositol-(3,4,5)-triphosphate (PIP3) into phosphatidylinositol (4,5)-bisphosphate (PIP2). This negatively regulates PIP3-dependent processes such as the activity of protein kinase B (AKT) and phosphatidylinositol-dependent kinase-1 (PDK1) to inhibit cell growth and metabolism, cell cycle progression and migration. Accumulating evidence shows that PTEN has significant PIP3-independent functions. PTEN protein phosphatase activity is important for the inhibition of cellular migration mediated by PTEN (24). Furthermore, several studies have confirmed that PTEN is able to exit and exist outside the cell (25,26).

These observations implicate ING4 and PTEN as promising tumor suppressors that can negatively modulate tumor growth via diverse pathways. On the basis of the antitumor characteristics of ING4 and PTEN, we speculated that combination therapy comprising ING4 and PTEN would lead to an intensive antitumor effect; however, the therapeutic potential of a combination of ING4 and PTEN for NPC has not yet been reported. Therefore, in this study, we constructed an RGD-modified bicistronic ING4 and PTEN recombinant adenoviral vector (Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN). We analyzed its combined therapeutic effect on human NPC cells in vitro and in vivo in an athymic nude mouse xenografted tumor model and also explored its potential molecular mechanisms.

Materials and methods

All animals received humane care according to the guidelines of the Guidebook for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (16). The study protocol was approved by the Animal Research Ethics Committee at the First Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University (Suzhou, China).

Adenoviruses, cell lines, reagents and mice. The Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN and Ad.RGD-green fluorescent protein (GFP) replication-incompetent Ad5E1- and E3-deleted adenoviruses and the QBI-293A human embryonic kidney cell line were kindly provided by Dr Jicheng Yang (Cell and Molecular Biology Institute, College of Medicine, Soochow University, Suzhou, China). The human NPC CNE cell line was purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (Shanghai, China). The CNE and QBI-293A cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 (Gibco, Shanghai, China) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Hyclone, Shanghai, China). The reverse transcrptase MuMLV and TRIZol were purchased from Invitrogen (Shanghai, China).

The following reagents were used in this study: 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) kit (Sigma, Shanghai, China); Annexin V-PE/7-AAD apoptosis detection kit and propidium iodide (PI) staining kit (BD Biosciences, Shanghai, China); antibodies specific for ING4, P21, Bax, Bel-2, VEGF, CD34 and β-actin (Santa Cruz, Shanghai, China); antibodies specific for PTEN, survivin and caspase-3 (Cell Signaling, Shanghai, China); PageRuler Prestained Protein Ladder (Fermentas, Shanghai, China); Dylight 800-Labeled Antibody (KPL, Shanghai, China); UltraSensitive™ SP kit (Maixin, Fuzhou, China); SuperEnhanced chemiluminescence detection kit (Applgen Technologies, Beijing, China).

Male BALB/c athymic nude mice (aged 4 weeks) were purchased from Shanghai Experimental Animal Center (Shanghai, China) and were raised in a specific pathogen-free environment in the Laboratory Animal Center of Soochow University according to the Regulations for the Administration of Affairs Concerning Experimental Animals. All experimental protocols were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Analysis of the adenoviral infection efficiency with and without RGD modification. The infection efficiency of adenoviruses with and without RGD modification was investigated to assess the optimal multiplicity of infection (MOI) for maximal adenoviral infection and transgene expression in CNE tumor cells. CNE NPC cells were infected with Ad-GFP, Ad-ING4, Ad-PTEN, Ad-ING4-PTEN, Ad.RGD-GFP, Ad.RGD-ING4, Ad.RGD-PTEN or Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN at various MOIs (0, 1, 10, 25, 50, 100 and 200). After 48 h, the infection efficiency was assessed according to GFP expression observed by fluorescence microscopy. Following infection of CNE cells with Ad-GFP, Ad-ING4, Ad-PTEN, Ad-ING4-PTEN, Ad.RGD-GFP, Ad.RGD-ING4, Ad.RGD-PTEN or Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN at various MOIs (0, 1, 10, 25, 50, 100 and 200). After 48 h, the infection efficiency was assessed according to GFP expression observed by fluorescence microscopy.

ING4/PTEN transgene expression in CNE tumor cells. The adenovirus-mediated transcriptional expression of ING4 and PTEN in CNE cells was determined by RT-PCR and western blot analysis. Total RNA was extracted from Ad.RGD-GFP-, Ad.RGD-ING4-, Ad.RGD-PTEN- or Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN-infected and uninfected CNE cells using TRizol. First-strand cDNA was reverse-transcribed using RNA as the template and oligo d(T)18 as the primer. RT-PCR was carried out using cDNA as the template and ING4-F (5'-GCGT CGACATGGATGTGGGATATTTGGAC3'), ING4-R (5'-GCAAGCTTCTATTTCTCTTCCGGTCTTGGAG3'),...
Bcl-2, Bax and P21. Subjected to western blot analysis as described previously in the cell cycle, CNE cell lysates (100 µg per lane) were subjected to western blot analysis as described previously using primary antibodies specific for survivin, caspase-3, Bel-2, Bax and P21.

Cell viability assay. The in vitro cytotoxic effect of Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN on the CNE cells was assessed by MTT assay. The CNE cells were dispensed into 96-well culture plates at 1x10^4 cells per well and then treated with (Ad.RGD, Ad.RGD-ING4, Ad.RGD-PTEN or Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN) or without the adenovirus (PBS control) at the optimal MOI of 50 for the indicated time periods (0-4 days) after 24-h incubation at 37˚C. The viability of CNE cells was evaluated using an MTT kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol before treatment and at different four points after treatment.

Flow cytometric analysis of the cell cycle and apoptosis. Cell cycle analysis of CNE cells was performed by flow cytometry following PI staining. CNE cells (1x10^5) were cultured with (Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN, Ad.RGD-ING4, Ad.RGD-PTEN or Ad.RGD) or without adenovirus (PBS control) at the optimal MOI of 50. After 72 h, cells were collected, washed twice in cold PBS and fixed in 70% cold alcohol (>12 h at 4˚C). Cells were then washed in cold PBS again and stained with PI solution at 37˚C for 30 min in the dark. Apoptosis was evaluated by Annexin V-PE/7-AAD double staining following the manufacturer's instructions. In brief, adenovirus-treated cells were collected, washed in cold PBS and incubated with 5 µl Annexin V-PE, 5 µl 7-AAD and 100 µl 1X binding buffer for 15 min at room temperature in the dark. A further 400-µl 1X binding buffer was then added to the cells and apoptosis was analyzed by flow cytometry.

Evaluation of synergistic interaction. The interactive effects of ING4 and PTEN in CNE cells following RGD-modified adenovirus-mediated ING4 and PTEN coexpression were evaluated in terms of the Q-value calculated according to the following formula: $Q = \frac{F(A) + F(B)}{F(A) + (1 - F(A))F(B)}$, where $F(A)$ represents the fraction of cells affected by Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN treatment compared with the untreated control group, $F(B)$ represents the fraction of cells affected by Ad.RGD-ING4 alone, and $F(A+B)$ represents the fraction of cells affected by Ad.RGD-PTEN alone. A value of Q>1.15 indicates a synergistic effect between ING4 and PTEN, Q<0.85 indicates an antagonistic effect and Q between 0.85 and 1.15 indicates an additive effect.

Statistical analysis. All data are presented as the mean values ± SD. The significance of the difference between groups was evaluated by one-way and two-way repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) and multiple comparisons with SPSS 10.0 software. A value of P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Infection efficiency of adenoviruses with and without RGD modification. More than 95% of CNE tumor cells transfected with Ad.RGD-GFP, Ad.RGD-ING4, Ad.RGD-PTEN, and Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN at 50 MOI or Ad-GFP, Ad-ING4, Ad-PTEN, and Ad-ING4-PTEN at 100 MOI showed...
GFP expression, with no abnormalities in the cell form observed. Flow cytometry showed that the infection rate of RGD-modified adenoviruses at 50 MOI was >96% compared with 75% for unmodified adenoviruses. Therefore, we selected 50 MOI RGD-modified adenoviruses as an optimal dose for transfection of CNE human NPC cells in this study.

**Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN transgene expression.** RT-PCR and western blot analysis of infected and uninfected CNE cells revealed transgene expression of both ING4 and PTEN at the transcriptional and translational levels in the Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN infected CNE cells (Fig. 1). ING4 and PTEN expression was also found in Ad.RGD-ING4- and Ad.RGD-PTEN-infected CNE cells, respectively, but neither ING4 nor PTEN expression was detected in Ad.RGD-GFP-infected or uninfected CNE cells.

**Increased tumor suppression by ING4 and PTEN coexpression.** To investigate whether combined ING4 and PTEN treatment led to an enhanced antitumor effect, we coexpressed the ING4 and PTEN tumor suppressor genes by RGD-modified adenovirus-mediated co-transfer and evaluated its combined effect on CNE human NPC cells. The CNE tumor cells were infected with Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN, Ad.RGD-ING4, Ad.RGD-PTEN or Ad.RGD (blank adenovirus control) at the optimal MOI of 50 (PBS served as a control) for the indicated time periods (0–4 days). Cell survival was assessed at days 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 by MTT assay. *P<0.05 vs. PBS and Ad.RGD groups; †P<0.05 vs. Ad.RGD-ING4 and Ad.RGD-PTEN groups (Q=1.01 and 1.06 at days 3 and 4 after treatment, respectively); one-way repeated measures ANOVA and multiple comparisons, n=3 replicates per condition. (B and C) Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN enhanced the antitumor effect on xenografted CNE tumors in vivo. Athymic nude mice bearing subcutaneously xenografted tumors were intratumorally injected with Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN, Ad.RGD-ING4, Ad.RGD-PTEN, Ad.RGD or PBS (a total of 6 doses on alternate days). The CNE xenografted tumor volume (B) was measured before and after treatment and xenografted tumors were isolated at 20 days after treatment and tumor weight (C) was measured. *P<0.05 vs. PBS and Ad.RGD groups; †P<0.05 vs. Ad.RGD-ING4 and Ad.RGD-PTEN groups (Q.volume=0.98 and 1.02 at days 15 and 20 after treatment, respectively, and Q.weight=1.07), one-way and two-way repeated measures ANOVA and multiple comparisons (n=5 mice per condition). Data shown are representative of three independent experiments.
tumors were isolated at 20 days after treatment and the weight (Fig. 2C) was measured. Compared with the Ad.RGD-ING4- and Ad.RGD-PTEN-treated groups, the growth of xenografted tumors in nude mice was observably retarded in the Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN-treated group (P<0.05; Q_{volume}=0.98 and 1.02 at days 15 and 20 after treatment, respectively, and Q_{weight}=1.07), indicating that Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN administration significantly suppressed CNE xenografted tumor growth in vivo eclipsing the additive effect.

Alteration in cell cycle distribution and enhanced induction of apoptosis by ING4 and PTEN coexpression. To explore the mechanism by which Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN causes enhanced tumor suppression in CNE tumor cells, the cell cycle profiles and apoptosis of the CNE tumor cells treated for 72 h with Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN, Ad.RGD-ING4, Ad.RGD-PTEN, Ad.RGD at the optimal MOI of 50 and PBS were investigated by flow cytometric analysis of PI staining, and Annexin V-PE/7-AAD double staining, respectively. As shown in Fig. 3A and C, compared with the PBS (7.73%) and Ad.RGD groups, a significant increase in the G2/M phase population was observed in the Ad.RGD-ING4 (24.00%), Ad.RGD-PTEN (22.90%) and Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN (38.77%) groups (P<0.05). In contrast, a significant reduction in the G0/G1
phase population was observed in the Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN-treated group (P<0.05; Q_{G2M}=0.936; Q_{G0/G1}=0.861). In addition, Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN treatment resulted in early apoptosis in 40.20% of CNE tumor cells, whereas early apoptosis was detected in only 2.27, 3.57, 23.9 and 20.27% of CNE tumors cells in the PBS, Ad.RGD, Ad.RGD-ING4 and Ad.RGD-PTEN treated groups, respectively. Compared with the single Ad.RGD-ING4- and
Ad.RGD-PTEN-treated groups, Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN treatment more efficiently induced apoptosis with an additive effect (P<0.05; Q=1.042) (Fig. 3B and D).

To further evaluate the induction of apoptosis in vivo, we observed the cellular morphology and karyomorphism of the treated and untreated s.c. xenografted CNE tumors by light microscopy (Fig. 3E). The Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN group displayed degeneration, and necrosis of tumor cells, as wells as nuclear dissolution. Tumor cell degeneration and necrosis were also observed in the Ad.RGD-ING4 and Ad.RGD-PTEN groups but compared to the Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN group, the effects were less marked. In the PBS and Ad.RGD groups, tumor cell degeneration and necrosis were not obviously detected.

Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN cooperatively regulates the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathways. The potential molecular mechanism responsible for the Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN-induced increase in antitumor activity was further investigated in western blot and immunohistochemical analyses of the expression of cell cycle- and apoptosis-related proteins such as P21, Bcl-2, Bax, survivin and caspase-3, which are involved in the activation of the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathways. These observations indicated that Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN additively suppresses CNE cell growth and induces apoptosis in a manner that is closely related with the adenovirus-mediated ING4 and PTEN coexpression. This effect is likely to be mediated by cooperative regulation of the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathways (P<0.05; QP21=0.912, QSurvivin =0.928, QBcl-2=1.016, QBax=1.161, Qcleaved caspase-3 =0.927 and QBcl-2/Bax=1.158).

Enhanced reduction of MVD by Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN. To examine the combined effect of RGD-modified adenovirus-mediated ING4 and PTEN coexpression on tumor angiogenesis in vivo, we evaluated the MVD in s.c. xenografted CNE human NPC tumors on the basis of CD34 immunohistochemical analysis. The CD34-positive expression was mainly manifested as brownish yellow or brownish granules in vascular endothelial cells of CNE human NPC xenografted tumors (Fig. 5A). Compared with the PBS and Ad.RGD control groups, the MVD (Fig. 5B) in the Ad.RGD-ING4, Ad.RGD-PTEN and Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN groups was obviously less than that in the PBS and Ad.RGD groups. Furthermore, Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN treatment obtained an additive effect on the altered expression of P21, Bcl-2, Bax, survivin and cleaved caspase-3, which are involved in the activation of the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathways. These observations indicated that Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN additively suppresses CNE cell growth and induces apoptosis in a manner that is closely related with the adenovirus-mediated ING4 and PTEN coexpression. This effect is likely to be mediated by cooperative regulation of the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathways (P<0.05; QP21=0.912, QSurvivin =0.928, QBcl-2=1.016, QBax=1.161, Qcleaved caspase-3 =0.927 and QBcl-2/Bax=1.158).

Enhanced reduction of MVD by Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN. To examine the combined effect of RGD-modified adenovirus-mediated ING4 and PTEN coexpression on tumor angiogenesis in vivo, we evaluated the MVD in s.c. xenografted CNE human NPC tumors on the basis of CD34 immunohistochemical analysis. The CD34-positive expression was mainly manifested as brownish yellow or brownish granules in vascular endothelial cells of CNE human NPC xenografted tumors (Fig. 5A). Compared with the PBS and Ad.RGD control groups, the MVD (Fig. 5B) in the Ad.RGD-ING4, Ad.RGD-PTEN and Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN groups was obviously less than that in the PBS and Ad.RGD groups. Furthermore, Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN treatment obtained an additive effect on the altered expression of P21, Bcl-2, Bax, survivin and cleaved caspase-3, which are involved in the activation of the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathways. These observations indicated that Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN additively suppresses CNE cell growth and induces apoptosis in a manner that is closely related with the adenovirus-mediated ING4 and PTEN coexpression. This effect is likely to be mediated by cooperative regulation of the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathways (P<0.05; QP21=0.912, QSurvivin =0.928, QBcl-2=1.016, QBax=1.161, Qcleaved caspase-3 =0.927 and QBcl-2/Bax=1.158).
groups (P<0.05). In addition, Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN exhibited an overlapping effect on downregulation of CD34 and reduction in MVD in the xenografted CNE human NPC tumors (P<0.05; Q_{CD34}=0.882 and Q_{MVD}=1.031). These observations closely correlated with the enhanced growth inhibition of Ad-ING4-PTEN-modified CNE NPC xenografted tumors in the athymic nude mouse model.

**Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN suppresses the expression of the proangiogenic factor VEGF.** To investigate whether Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN affects the production of proangiogenic factors, we estimated vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) expression in vivo in the s.c. xenografted CNE human NPC tumors by immunohistochemical analysis. As shown in Fig. 5A and C, VEGF expression in the Ad.RGD-ING4, Ad.RGD-PTEN and Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN groups was obviously decreased compared with the PBS and Ad.RGD groups. In addition, Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN treatment obtained an overlapping effect on downregulation of CD34 and reduction in MVD in xenografted CNE human NPC tumors by immunohistochemical analysis. As shown in Fig. 5A and C, VEGF expression in the Ad.RGD-ING4, Ad.RGD-PTEN and Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN groups was obviously decreased compared with the PBS and Ad.RGD groups. In addition, Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN treatment obtained an overlapping effect on the altered expression of VEGF, indicating that Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN gene therapy is capable of suppressing the production of VEGF resulting in the inhibition of tumor growth (P<0.05, Q_{VEGF}=1.132).

**Discussion**

Radiotherapy combined with chemotherapy is the standard treatment paradigm for NPC, but long-term survival remains poor because of the high incidence of local recurrences and distant metastasis. Therefore, it is important to identify a novel treatment for NPC. Multigene-based combination therapy shows therapeutic benefit by targeting multiple pathways. Based on current research that has indicated the potential of ING4 and PTEN as tumor suppressors in cancer therapy, we inferred that antitumor activity can be enhanced by the combined expression of ING4 and PTEN. In this study, we constructed an RGD-modified bicistronic ING4/PTEN adenovirus (Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN) and assessed its therapeutic effect on CNE human NPC cells in vitro and in vivo. Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN treatment elicited a cooperative and overlapping effect on downregulation of CD34 and downregulation of Bcl-2 and survivin leading to activation of the extrinsic and intrinsic apoptotic pathways. These observations may explain the enhanced growth inhibition and apoptosis in CNE tumor cells and xenografted tumors induced by Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN.

Recent studies have demonstrated that the growth and metastasis of malignant tumors is closely related to angiogenesis, which is therefore a potential target in cancer gene therapy. VEGF plays a significant role in controlling the neoplastic angiogenic process. Recent studies have confirmed that VEGF promotes the growth of arterial, venous and lymphatic endothelial cells both in vitro and in vivo and promotes the survival and migration of endothelial cells (35,36). In our study, we demonstrated that Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN inhibits CD34 and VEGF expression and reduces MVD in s.c. xenografted CNE human NPC tumors. These results suggest that Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN inhibits angiogenesis and inhibits NPC tumor growth by downregulating VEGF expression.

In conclusion, Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN was shown to enhance growth inhibition and apoptosis of CNE human NPC cells and xenografted tumors. This effect was accompanied by an overlapping effect of the individual genes on upregulation of P21, Bax and cleaved caspase-3 expression and downregulation of Bcl-2 and survivin expression. Moreover, Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN treatment additively downregulated CD34, VEGF and MVD in s.c. xenografted CNE human NPC tumors. The enhanced antitumor activity generated by Ad.RGD-ING4-PTEN was closely associated with activation of the intrinsic and extrinsic apoptotic pathways and additive inhibition of tumor angiogenesis both in vitro and in vivo. On the basis of this evidence, we believe that cancer gene therapy combining two tumor suppressors, such as ING4 and PTEN, represents an effective and novel therapeutic strategy for NPC and other cancers.
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